For each x 6 Je we write lim sup x (respectively lim inf x) for lim sup w x n (respectively, lim ini n x n ). If x £ c, the space of convergent sequences, we write lim x for lim w x n . We denote by c 0 the space of all sequences which converge to 0. If x G Jf, |x| denotes the sequence defined by \x\ n = \x n \. . By the Riesz Representation Theorem we may think of a mean as a probability measure on /3N. We shall denote by L the set of all means supported in /3N\N. Again by the Riesz Representation Theorem we may think of L as contained in C(/3N\N)*. The viewpoint we adopt will be dictated by convenience.
For
3. j/-invariant means. 3.1. Let se be a semigroup of positive regular matrices. Multiplication can be thought of either as matrix multiplication or as composition of operators on Je.
Definition. An J%f-invariant mean is an element # of L satisfying 0(x) = (j>(Ax) for all A £ se and x Ç ~#. We denote by L(sé) the (possibly empty) set of all j/-invariant means.S$ is said to be admissible if L(s/) ^ 0.
3.2. In order to develop a theory with content we shall place certain regularity restrictions on the semigroup se'. Specifically, we shall usually demand thej/ be ergodic in the following sense:
Definition. S$ is ergodic if there is a net [A a ] of matrix operators on
Je, called a system of averages forS$, which satisfies: (3.2.1) for each a and each x £ Jt, A a x is in the closed convex hull (in C(0N\N)) of the set {Ax\A £ sf\, and Our definition is derived from the definition of an ergodic semigroup given in [7] . It follows that if se is abelian or, more generally amenable, then s/ is ergodic [5] .
We assume for the rest of this section that<$/ is ergodic.
We wish to characterize the set L(s/).
As a first step in this direction let I denote the functional defined on c by l(x) = lim x. It will turn out that there is a sublinear functional defined on^^such that L(s/) consists precisely of all the Hahn-Banach extensions of / with respect to this functional.
Definition. For x Ç *Jé we define
We summarize the elementary properties of P+ and P_ in the following LEMMA. 
Proof. We prove only 3.3.4. 
\P+(x -

Proof. Suppose that <j> £ L(s/).
If x Ç Jt, then <j>(x) = <j>(A a x) because by 3.2.1 A a x is a uniform limit of convex combinations of functions of the form Âx, A G s$ and <j> is supported in /3N\N. Moreover since 0 is a mean
Since a is arbitrary we conclude that <t>(x) ^ P + (x). 3.3.5 now shows that P_(%) ^ 0(*).
Suppose conversely that <j> Ç^#* and P_(x) ^ <£(x) ^ P + (x) for all x G J^.Ifx^Owe have 0 ^ P-(x) ^ 0(x). Hence <f> ^ 0. Since P±(w) = 1, </ > is a mean. The ^-invariance of <j> follows from 3.3.4. That <j> is supported in j8N\N is a consequence of the easily verified fact that P±(x) = 0 if x G c 0 .
Hence <t> G L(s/).
Several convenient corollaries follow from the preceding theorem. 
However, the Hahn-Banach Theorem and Corollary 3.5 imply that for given x we may choose <j> G L(s/) such that #(x) = P + (x). This proves the first half of the corollary. The second half is proved similarly. It is clear that F = P 0 © R^ where F 0 consists of all sequences which are «^-almost convergent to 0 and R is the set of real numbers. F 0 is a closed subspace of<Jé since it is an intersection of kernels of continuous linear functionals. Hence F is closed as well. Note also that both F and F 0 are invariant under s/.
If x G ^ is summable by some matrix A G S$, say lim Ax = a, then F{s/) -lim x = a as is easily seen. Hence the matrices in s/ are consistent for bounded sequences. These and other examples will be discussed more fully below.
4.3. Now suppose thatS$ is ergodic. We are in a position to characterize the j/-almost convergent sequences. If E C ^, let sp E denote the closed span of E. If E C C(j8N\N) let sp°E denote its closed span in C(/3N\N). Proof. The equivalence of the first three conditions follows immediately from the definitions of F -lim and P± and from Corollary 3.7. For the remainder of the proof we assume without loss of generality that a = 0.
Suppose now that 4.3.2 is satisfied, i.e. suppose that A a x -> 0 in the norm of C(/3N\N). Then x = lim a (x -A a x) so that 4.3.4 will follow if we can show that for each a, x -Â a x Ç sp°{y -Ây\y Ç ^f, A £ se }. By 3.2.1, A a x is a limit of convex combinations of images of x under members of £#. If ^ctiÂiX is such a combination then
This proves 4.3.4.
To prove that 4.3.4 implies 4.3.5 suppose that
It will suffice to produce a sequence in c 0 + sp{y -Ay\y £ ^, i ^j/j which converges weakly to x. (Here sp denotes linear span.) Now clearly there is a sequence {w n } ÇZ sp {y -Ay\y £ «^, ^4 G s/} such that ||x -w n \\ § -> 0 and we can assume that ||z# w ||o ^ IWI + 1/2. For each n we can choose an integer K n such that \w k n \ ^ ||x|| + 1 whenever k ^ K n . Further, {K n } can be chosen to increase to infinity.
Define z n by
Clearly z w G Co for each n. Our object is to show r that z n + ^w converges to x weakly in ^#. For this we must prove that \z n + w n ) is uniformly bounded and converges to x pointwise on jôN. Now 1**1, if k < K n
H!
Hence lis* + a/»!! ^ llxll + 1 for all n. 
THEOREM. Let se be ergodic. The regular matrix B contains se-almost convergence if and only if each matrix of the form B(I -A), A £ 3/, maps ^# into Co. Moreover, in this case lim Bx = F(sf) -lim x for each x £ F (s/). (I is the identity matrix.)
Remark. It will be clear from the proof and Remark 4.4 that it suffices to consider only those matrices B(I -A) where A lies in some set of generators for s/.
5.3.
Recall that a matrix is a Schur matrix if it maps^# into c. We shall need the following elementary facts about Schur matrices (see [16] ). Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma for finite (square) matrices. We do this by induction on the size of the matrix. The lemma is obvious for 1X1 matrices. Now suppose the lemma is true for k X k matrices. Let D be a (k + 1) X (k + 1) matrix satisfying (K). Let C = D~l. Then C is triangular. Since the matrix obtained from C by deleting the last row and last column is the inverse of the matrix obtained from D by deleting the last row and last column and this latter matrix is a k X k matrix satisfying (K), it follows that c itj ^ 0 for i = 0, 1, . . . , k -1 and all j. Thus, it remains to show that c kJ ^ 0 for j = 0, 1, . . . , *.
if Proof. Suppose ||C|| were finite. Then I -A would be an invertible transformation on ~#. By 4.3.5 we would have u £ F 0 . This is absurd. Remarks. Fuchs has shown that there is no matrix which contains the collective Hausdorff method for all sequences [10] . Theorem 6.2 shows that for bounded sequences the situation is quite different -such matrices do indeed exist. Also, since ii/^-summation is strictly stronger than ordinary Holder summation, the second part of the theorem generalizes (for bounded sequences) the classical theorem that logarithmic summation is stronger than Holder summation (see [12] ).
Proof of Theorem
Borwein [2, Theorem 5] has shown that if x is any sequence summed by L (1) and A is any regular Hausdorff method, then x is summed by L (1) A. The second part of the Theorem 6.2 shows that for bounded sequences we can say considerably more, viz. if x is a bounded sequence and A is any regular Hausdorff matrix, then L (1) x and L {1) Ax differ only by a sequence which converges to 0.
6.3. We say that a bounded sequence x is Banach-logarithmic (B -L (1) ) summable to a if <j>(x) = a whenever 0 £ L has the property that <j>(y) = <j> (L {l) y) for all y Ç ^. This is simply almost convergence with respect to the semigroup generated by L (1) . The question now arises: "Which matrices contain B -L (1) summation?" Theorem 5.2 gives one kind of answer to this question. In order to give concrete examples, we define the logarithmic matrix of order k by Lmln = \ n log n . . . logjc^n • log*m ' ^ ^ ' 0, otherwise.
Here \og k x is defined inductively as logix = log x, \og k x = log fc _i(log x). We now have 7. Multipliers. 7.1. Let s/ be an admissible semigroup. We shall suppose throughout this section that there is at least one matrix which contains J^-almost convergence.
(Multiplication is coordinatewise.) We denote the set of multipliers of F by
It is the purpose of this section to characterize the space ^ F . When F consists of the sequences which are almost convergent in the ordinary sense, this has been done by Chou [3] and Chou and the author [4] . The results we obtain are direct generalizations of these theorems. 8.3. We assume throughout the remainder of the paper that se is an ergodic semigroup and that \A n ) is a system of averages for s/ which is a sequence. 8. 4 . Now let *€ be an ergodic semigroup. We have the following generalization of a theorem of Schaefer [19] . 
THEOREM. If X G <Jt' F and y G F, then F -lim xy = (F -lim x) (F -lim y).
Definition. K F = f7{supp <t>\4> G L(j/)}. K F is
